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Ten-year outdated Gage was identified as having Type 1 Diabetes. He has created this heartfelt publication about his
struggle and about his desire to one day get yourself a Diabetic Alert Doggie to be his greatest friend and guardian
angel. These life-saving service canines cost between $20,000-$25,000. Compiled by Gage and illustrated by his
mother, Kimberly, this book is definitely a fundraiser to help Gage one day get his desire. Aside from Gage's tale,
Kimberly offers added educational information regarding a parent dealing with a child's diabetes and offers added some
amazing dog treat quality recipes to make for your furry family members.
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type 1 diabetic Having a son who's a type 1 diabetic, I can relate. I am glad they have discovered a method to train dogs
to tell them when their sugar is going low. Also very happy to help a kid get a doggie. It is well worth the amount of
money to help a child who developed the idea to create a book. Heart felt In a day and age when everyone expects a give
away, it is unbelievably refreshing that a 10 year old is willing to write his own story so he can earn his own Diabetic
Alert Dog. The publication is just a little confusing because Gage writes that he currently gets the dog, which isn't the
case. Gage continues to be $17,000.00 away from his objective. The book is an easy read for all ages. Nevertheless if
positive affirmations make it so, then he shall have a dog very quickly! Diabetes is such an awful disease that may effect
people youthful and old. Gage has a lot of new friends You did an good job on your own book. All the best on getting your
pup. I'm sure you will have him/her very quickly. Five Stars great story! You will learn about Type 1 Diabetes after
scanning this book. As a grown-up the reserve made me realize how tough it can be living with Type I Diabetes. I made
some of the pet treats and got them to my sons college for the SPCA committtee to market to help their cause as well.
Inspirational! Inspirational! This young writer isn't just living the struggle of type 1 diabetes but also living his lifestyle
as a 10 yr old boy! From the kids we shall learn!. Extremely informative and we cherished the colorful pictures. Excellent
Book Great read with with kids. Now days children are raised with therefore many comforts that they ignore there are
many people out there that have daily struggles like Gage. A MUST READ I bought this book to greatly help Gage along
with his fundraising attempts. Little did I understand how educational it might be. Great job! I can't imagine how
children and their families deal with the stresses of this disease. On top of that, the proceeds move towards producing
Gage's dream become a reality of getting a Diabetic Alert Pet! My kids loved the publication and the illustrations are
adorable. I will definately be ordering even more!!! Gage is usually on his method to an effective writing career. Well
worth the money and glad to know that my family could help Gage obtain his alert doggie. My hats off to his mom who
encouraged Gage to write this book therefore perfectly illustrated it. Way to help spread AWARENESS Love that Gage
wrote this himself. I certainly see a new very best friend in his near future! Kudos to Gage and his amazing mom for
being so proactive. He's an incredible writer. And you are a dedicated mom to have accomplished this. Well done! Thank
you for sharing his tale and your trip. I also benefit from the treat recipes! I love that the book continues into what this
disease can be, what it requires, etc.!com Gage's New Friend This is an excellent book! I encourage anyone with young
children or anyone who teaches to understand this book. There are various lessons to be taught - love, compassion,
diversity.. Awesome Book!merely to name a few. A wonderful existence lesson of bravery, courage, and faith in situations
of adversity! Way to go Gage! Love, anna @dadsfordummies. Please purchase this publication and help Gage improve
the money had a need to get his individual alert dog. Such an excellent book to help children understand type 1 diabetes
This book is adorable! I'm so impressed a 10 year outdated wrote this sweet tale about a alert pet dog. My children
enjoyed scanning this publication. It helped us understand the down sides that come with type 1 diabetes. I think that
each school library must have this book readily available, so that other kids can learn that kids with diabetes aren't any
not the same as them. Our canines gobbled them up, my hubby also ate a couple and said "these are excellent" lol.!
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